A REJECTED
PREFACE
A. J. M. Smith

In 1936 appeared the historic anthology,
New Provinces,, which has always been regarded as one of the most important
events in the history of English poetry.
A. J. M. Smith was one of the six contributors, together with Finch, Klein, Kennedy, Pratt and Scott. Smith wrote the
original preface to New Provinces. E. J.
Pratt objected to its contents and it was
withdrawn in favour of a preface written
by F. R. Scott. Now, almost thirty years
later, we print that original preface for
the first time.
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[HE BULK OF CANADIAN VERSE is romantic in conception and

conventional in

IHE
form.

Its two great themes are Nature and Love — nature

humanized, endowed with feeling, and made sentimental; love idealized, sanctified, and inflated. Its characteristic type is the lyric. Its rhythms are definite,
mechanically correct, and obvious; its rhymes are commonplace.
The exigencies of rhyme and rhythm are allowed to determine the choice of
a word so often that a sensible reader is compelled to conclude that the plain
sense of the matter is of only minor importance. It is the arbitrarily chosen verse
pattern that counts. One has the uncomfortable feeling in reading such an
anthology as W. W. Campbell's The Oxford Book of Canadian Verse or J. W.
Garvin's Canadian Poets that the writers included are not interested in saying
anything in particular; they merely wish to show that they are capable of turning
out a number of regular stanzas in which statements are made about the writer's
emotions, say "In Winter", or "At Montmorenci Falls", or "In A Birch Bark
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Canoe". Other exercises are concerned with pine trees, the open road, God,
snowshoes or Pan. The most popular experience is to be pained, hurt, stabbed
or seared by Beauty — preferably by the yellow flame of a crocus in the spring
or the red flame of a maple leaf in autumn.
There would be less objection to these poems if the observation were accurate
and its expression vivid, or if we could feel that the emotion was a genuine and
intense one. We could then go on to ask if it were a valuable one. But, with a
negligible number of exceptions, the observation is general in these poems and
the descriptions are vague. The poet's emotions are unbounded, and are consequently lacking in the intensity which results from discipline and compression;
his thinking is of a transcendental or theosophical sort that has to be taken on
faith. The fundamental criticism that must be brought against Canadian poetry
as a whole is that it ignores the intelligence. And as a result it is dead.
Our grievance, however, against the great dead body of poetry laid out in the
mortuary of the Oxford Book or interred under Garvin's florid epitaphs is not so
much that it is dead but that its sponsors in Canada pretend that it is alive. Yet
it should be obvious to any person of taste that this poetry cannot now, and in
most cases never could, give the impression of being vitally concerned with real
experience. The Canadian poet, if this kind of thing truly represents his feelings
and his thoughts, is a half-baked, hyper-sensitive, poorly adjusted, and frequently
neurotic individual that no one in his senses would trust to drive a car or light
a furnace. He is the victim of his feelings and fancies, or of what he fancies his
feelings ought to be, and his emotional aberrations are out of all proportion to
the experience that brings them into being. He has a soft heart and a soft soul;
and a soft head. No wonder nobody respects him, and few show even the most
casual interest in his poetry. A few patriotic professors, one or two hack journalist
critics, and a handful of earnest anthologists — these have tried to put the idea
across that there exists a healthy national Canadian poetry which expresses the
vigorous hope of this young Dominion in a characteristically Canadian style, etc.,
etc., but the idea is so demonstrably false that no one but the interested parties
has been taken in.
We do not pretend that this volume contains any verse that might not have
been written in the United States or in Great Britain. There is certainly nothing
specially Canadian about more than one or two poems. Why should there be?
Poetry today is written for the most part by people whose emotional and intellectual heritage is not a national one; it is either cosmopolitan or provincial, and,
for good or evil, the forces of civilization are rapidly making the latter scarce.
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A large number of the verses in this book were written at a time when the
contributors were inclined to dwell too exclusively on the fact that the chief
thing wrong with Canadian poetry was its conventional and insensitive technique.
Consequently, we sometimes thought we had produced a good poem when all
we had done in reality was not produce a conventional one. In Canada this is
a deed of some merit.
In attempting to get rid of the facile word, the stereotyped phrase and the
mechanical rhythm, and in seeking, as the poet today must, to combine colloquialism and rhetoric, we were of course only following in the path of the more significant poets in England and the United States. And it led, for a time, to the
creation of what, for the sake of brevity, I will call "pure poetry."
A theory of pure poetry might be constructed on the assumption that a poem
exists as a thing in itself. It is not a copy of anything or an expression of anything,
but is an individuality as unique as a flower, an elephant or a man on a flying
trapeze. Archibald MacLeish expressed the idea in Ars Poética when he wrote,
A poem should not mean, but be.
Such poetry is objective, impersonal, and in a sense timeless and absolute. It
stands by itself, unconcerned with anything save its own existence.
Not unconnected with the disinterested motives that produce "pure" poetry
are those which give rise to imagist poetry. The imagist seeks with perfect objectivity and impersonality to recreate a thing or arrest an experience as precisely
and vividly and simply as possible. Mr. Kennedy's Shore, Mr. Scott's trees in ice,
my own Creek are examples of the simpler kind of imagist verse; Mr. Finch's
Teacher, tiny as it is, of the more complex. In Shore and Creek the reader may
notice that the development of the poem depends upon metrical devices as much
as on images; the music is harsh and the rhythm difficult.
Most of the verses in this book are not, however, so unconcerned with thought
as those mentioned. In poems like Epithalamium, the Five Kine, Words for a
Resurrection and Like An Old Proud King an attempt has been made to fuse
thought and feeling. Such a fusion is characteristic of the kind of poetry usually
called metaphysical. Good metaphysical verse is not, it must be understood, concerned with the communication of ideas. It is far removed from didactic poetry.
What it is concerned with is the emotional effect of ideas that have entered so
deeply into the blood as never to be questioned. Such poetry is primarily lyrical;
it should seem spontaneous. Something of the quality I am suggesting is to be
found in such lines as
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The wall was there, oh perilous blade of glass
or
This Man of April walks again
In the poems just mentioned thought is the root, but it flowers in the feeling.
They are essentially poems of the sensibility, a little bit melancholy, perhaps a
little too musical. A healthier robustness is found in satirical verse, such as Mr.
Scott's much needed counterblast against the Canadian Authors Association, or
in the anti-romanticism of Mr. Klein's
And my true love,
She combs and combs,
The lice from off
My children's domes.
The appearance of satire, and also of didactic poetry that does not depend
upon wit, would be a healthy sign in Canadian poetry. For it would indicate that
our poets are realizing, even if in an elementary way, that poetry is more concerned with expressing exact ideas than wishy-washy "dreams." It would indicate, too, that the poet's lofty isolation from events that are of vital significance
to everybody was coming to an end.
Detachment, indeed, or self-absorption is (for a time only, I hope) becoming
impossible. The era of individual liberty is in eclipse. Capitalism can hardly be
expected to survive the cataclysm its most interested adherents are blindly steering
towards, and the artist who is concerned with the most intense of experiences
must be concerned with the world situation in which, whether he likes it or not,
he finds himself. For the moment at least he has something more important to
do than to record his private emotions. He must try to perfect a technique that
will combine power with simplicity and sympathy with intelligence so that he
may play his part in developing mental and emotional attitudes that will facilitate
the creation of a more practical social system.
Of poetry such as this, there is here only the faintest foreshadowing — a fact
that is not unconnected with the backwardness politically and economically of
Canada — but that Canadian poetry in the future must become increasingly
aware of its duty to take cognizance of what is going on in the world of affairs
we are sure.
That the poet is not a dreamer, but a man of sense; that poetry is a discipline
because it is an art; and that it is further a useful art; these are propositions which
it is intended this volume shall suggest. We are not deceiving ourselves that it
has proved them.

